HUUDEN came into being to offer very special
products for your garden. We want to share our
passion for and skills in processing wood with you.
We know how fast-paced your daily life can be
and how highly you value every one of your free
moments. With this in mind we have created the
GARDEN CROWN range.
The demand for garden houses and garden
products is growing rapidly with more and more
new products coming to market all the time. So, we
intend to make sure that our products are of a high
standard, distinctive from mass production and truly
worthy of our customers.
In our opinion, our natural living environment was
not originally rectangular as curves are much more
common in nature. Our products are therefore
inspired by the geometry of nature itself. We
realised that a good garden house must be in
harmony with the outdoors. So, we use curves in our
designs which have great structural properties and
also ensure a more natural ﬁt with your garden.

We have consciously implemented design
management and product testing in our
development processes, the latter undertaken
for years in our Estonian climate with its four very
different seasons. These tests determine the
necessary weather and structural resistance of the
wood for varying conditions. As a result, we dare to
offer a 7-year structural warranty for our HUUDEN
products.
We feel we have achieved the best possible end
results which are creative, eye-catching, distinctive,
durable, and practical. We also believe it’s very
important to make sure our products are easy to
assemble by every customer, with the help of user
instructions.
All HUUDEN products are registered as intellectual
property to prove that we really are the original
author of their design. We want you to enjoy a safe,
natural and inspiring environment. We value your
time and your garden.
Inspiration in wood
HUUDEN

CROWN

COM PAC T

2,4m

13

6,4

Fresh start for
Your garden

CROWN

CO M PAC T

CROWN COMPACT is a cabin for the corner
of your garden.
Should you have a small garden, you can still take the most of it.
Crown Compact is 6,7m² and under 2,5m in height. It is unique in
design, with plenty of light!
Built on glue laminated timber frame
Twin doors
Plenty of glass on both sides, ensures ideal lighting
Tempered and slightly bronze tinted glasses
Under 2,5m in height
28mm natural ﬂoor boards
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More tech
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CROWN

SH I ELD

2,7m

3,9

Discover the new
way of outdoor
lifestyle

CROWN

S H I ELD

The SHIELD shelter is designed for you to have
good times with your family and friends in the
garden.
Whether it’s wet or dry you can carry on with your plans without
the weather disrupting them. A SHIELD shelter will undoubtedly
enhance your garden and provide a real focal point. SHIELD is both
unique and practical. Enjoy!

Distinctive design
Sturdy glued laminated timber frame
Durable powder-painted roof plate and metal elements
360º bench with a table


Easy to assemble

More tech
spechs
Natural
pine

Siberian
larch

CROWN

S M A RT

3,4m

16

4,7

Perfect fit and
plenty of light

CROWN

S M A RT

CROWN SMART is small enough to fit into
most gardens, yet it’s relatively high and more
spacious in cubic meters than a typical garden
house.
The curved design and high quality timber structure ensure a
unique sense of space allowing you to relax or work peacefully in the
house.
In the erection process windows can be positioned wherever best to
create optimum views and catch as much natural light as possible.
SMART is a distinctive and memorable garden house which can add
value to your garden as well as to your leisure time.
Distinctive design
Wide selection of window positions
Sturdy glued laminated timber frame
Tempered glass
Durable powder-painted roof plate and metal elements
Natural timber ﬂoor boards
Easy to assemble
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CROWN

ELE GA N T

3,4m

23

6,7

Are You ready for
the adventure?

CROWN

ELE GA N T

The CROWN ELEGANT - a combination of
skilled craftwork and unique looks for many
purposes.
CROWN ELEGANT is a combination of high impact appearance and
practical functionality. The clean and modern yet timeless design
will add a stunning focus to your garden. And, despite its many
possible uses the house can, in most cases, be erected without a
building permit.
One of the ﬁrst details to catch the eye is the ﬂoor-to-ceiling
windows. This simple but ingenious solution was speciﬁcally
conceived by our head designer to create that special ‘outside in’
experience, day and night.
Inside the house it’s quiet enough to be able to concentrate on
work or studies but the great acoustic qualities also make it ideal for
musical activities.
Distinctive design
Floor-to-ceiling windows
Sturdy glued laminated timber frame
Tempered glass
Durable powder-painted roof plate and metal elements
Natural timber ﬂoor boards
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CROWN

S M ART

CROWN

ELEG A N T

Package
dimensions

1,1x4x1

Package
dimensions

1,1x4x1

CROWN

COMPAC T

CROWN

S H I ELD

Package
dimensions

1,1x 3,7 x 0,8

Package
dimensions

1,1x 3,2 x 0,8

A few men were standing by Huudva creek as it
meandered through the deep Estonian forests.
They were discussing the harmony between
man and nature….. How each and every creek
starts as a stream and grows into a river which
ﬂows into a larger body of water. How it’s like
the journey of a human being beginning gently
and moving on towards a greater purpose. How
the soil makes a tree grow to huge heights from
a tiny seed. A gushing creek and a sturdy tree
symbolise the journey and gathered strength
from primal origin to greater signiﬁcance and
an assured future.
From this thought grew a wish to develop
distinctive and creative solutions from the
primal origin.

